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‧CXP-MMR was made with great attention to detail, featuring a full metal construction, a lightweight 

M-LOK handguard, and one-piece metal hop-up chamber.

‧With an ICS renown split gearbox design allows you to open up your CXP-MMR like a real M4 pattern 

rifle. And a quick spring change system that is super easy to adjust the FPS without having to break

down the entire replica.
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All-metal M-LOK Rail
Handguard

By CNC Machining and Hard Anodizing Process, the newly-adopted
M-LOK Rail Handguard is able to keep a solid structure and is tough
enough against scratch with less weight of itself.

Full CNC Machined 
Receivers

The receivers are machined by CNC milling process, giving it an 
aggressive look and geometrical surfaces, a design that complies 
with the standards of AR-15 components.



Spring Release 
Function

The built-in ICS Spring Release mechanism actively protects the
spring, piston and your airsoft investment. Whenever the SAFE 
mode is selected, the spring is automatically released reducing 
wear off of the spring, and other internals.

Built-in MOSFET
System

Play safe and stay long on the field is the condition not allowed to
be compromised. MOSFET has lower resistence that will let the
system wastes less power and produce less heat during the
operation.



ICS Unique Split
Gearbox Design

Simulating action of real firearms is crusial part of gaming
experience. The unique ICS-designed Split Gearbox provides
simulating action like disassembly of real firearms but also
accessibility to quick disassembly for work like maintenance and
upgrading.

Gearbox QD Spring
Guide Design

The war, the rule is always changing. The QD (Quick Detachable)
Spring Guide feature offers player a more efficient way to dismantle
and replace the spring to adapt the limitation and requirement of
the game in present.



Vertical Pistol Grip

The newly-designed "20°-Vertical" Pistol Grip has a compact
looking, though. With right-angle shape, the comfort and control
of gripping increase. Also The QD Buttom Cap allows the player
to perform motor maintenance more easily.

ERGO Tactical Stock with
Large Battery Spacing

The New ICS Ergo Stock has 4 adjustable positions and the battery
space is 11*4*3 cm^3, which is suitable for most of the aftermarket
batteries, giving your AEG the ability to perform with extra power
and longer in game use time.



Durable Internals

Factory installed upgrades such as high strength engineering 
plastic piston, metal H-UP unit, reinforced MIM pinion, and MIM 
bevel gear. These features allow the rifle to be operated smoothly 
and reliably for longer time.

EBB System

The ICS EBB (Electric Blow Back) system brings the most realistic
experience to a real firearm without sacrificing the durability and
the shooting performance.



CFS Foldable Sights

Reinforced-polymer-made CFS foldable sights has features such
as lighter weight, sturdy durability. Its compact profile allow it can
still coexist with any optic installed while folding, no need for
dismounting.

Tactical Windowed
T-MAG Magazine

The innovative 300-round high capacity magazine with ammunition 
viewing window provides players with the maximum support on 
their firepower.



Enlarged Trigger Guard

The enlarged trigger guard is a friendly feature for players wearing
gloves.

Sling Mount

Double sided ring, allows sling attachment to either side.



MODEL OPTION

ICS-403

ICS-404

SPECIFICATIONS

Gun specs will be set differently according to the 
required settings from each market, the specifications 
listed above are for general use only.

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Magazine Capacity

Receiver Material

Motor

850-926 mm

375 mm

2788 g

120 m/s (394 FPS)

300 rounds max.

Metal

EVO I 35000

SPECIFICATIONS

Gun specs will be set differently according to the 
required settings from each market, the specifications 
listed above are for general use only.

Total Length

Inner Barrel Length

Weight

Muzzle Velocity

Magazine Capacity

Receiver Material

Motor

738-814 mm

263 mm

2621 g

120 m/s (394 FPS)

300 rounds max.

Metal

EVO I 35000


